SECT-1

1 - 2  Point R to R - Drop R Heel
3 - 4  Rock Step L diag L Back - recover R
5 - 6  Step L to L - Cross R behind L
7 - 8  Step L to L - Scuff R beside L

SECT-2

1 - 2  Cross R over L - Step L back
3 - 4  1/4 R, Step R forward - Stomp L beside R
5 - 6  Kick R Forward - Point R beside L
7 - 8  1/4 t R, Kick R Forward - Stomp R beside L

SECT-3

1 - 2  Kick L forward - Stomp L forward
3 - 4  Swivel Heels to L making 1/4 t R - Hold
5 - 6  1/4 t R, Ball R back - Step L forward
7 - 8  Step R to R - Scuff L beside R

SECT-4

1 - 2  Cross L over R - Step R to R
3 - 4  Touch L Heel forward - Recover R beside R
5 - 6  Large Step R forward (2 counts)
7 - 8  Stomp Up L beside R (X2)

SECT-5

1 - 2  Step L back - Step R beside L
3 - 4  Step R forward - Stomp Up R beside L
5&6& (Jumping) Touch R Heel forward - recover R - Touch L Heel forward - Recover L
7 - 8  Flick R - Stomp R beside L

SECT-6

1 - 2  Swivel R Heel to R - Swivel R Point to R
3 - 4  Swivel R Point to L - Swivel R Heel to L
5 - 6  Touch R Heel Forward - Step R beside L
7 - 8  Touch L Heel forward - Step L beside R

SECT-7

1 - 2  Rock Step R to R - Return on L
3 - 4  Kick R forward - Cross R over L
5 - 6  Rock Step L to L - Return on R
7 - 8  Kick L forward - Stomp L forward

SECT-8

1/2 T L & LARGE STEP BACK (2 COUNTS), STOMP L BESIDE R, HOLD, STOMP R BESIDE L, HOLD, STOMP L BESIDE R, HOLD

1 - 2  1/2 t L, Long Step R back /2 counts
3 - 4  Stomp L beside R - Hold
5 - 6  Stomp R beside L - Hold
7 - 8  Stomp L beside R - Hold

Restarts  2nd wall, after count 16, do a Stomp instead of Stomp Up
4th wall, after the 4th section, undo stumps up, just one Stomp - Hold
6th wall, after count 16, do a Stomp instead of Stomp Up
8th wall, after the 4th section, undo stumps up, just one Stomp - Hold
9th wall, after the 4th section (end up with Stomp - Hold, then Hold 4 counts & restart the dance

REPRENDRE AU DEBUT AVEC LE SOURIRE !!!